The Twilight Journals (Twilight Saga)
**Synopsis**

The Twilight Journals set includes four gorgeous journals packaged in a collectible keepsake tin, inspired by Twilight, New Moon, Eclipse and Breaking Dawn. Each journal features the beautiful and instantly-recognizable Twilight Saga cover art and is fully-designed throughout with images and decorative quotes from each of the books, as well as some of the classic works of literature that inspired them.
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**Customer Reviews**

These are so beautiful they are a hard cover journal, and the tin they come in is magnificent. I didn’t realize that they are journals you write in (I will NOT be writing in mine) but they are wonderful none the less. They have beautiful back ground pictures and wonderful quotes. If your a TWIFAN and want to have some like this to go with your collection these are highly recommend (I guarantee these will be collectible...SO worth the money)!!!

I kept going back and forth on if I should buy this set, I thought the swirls on the lid were just painted on. I finally broke down and purchased it thinking that if I didn’t like it my nieces would. However, I was pleasantly surprised to find out that the details of the lid are stamped in. In fact it’s very elegant. (I like running my fingers over them LOL) Had I known that, this would have definitely been a pre-order. The books themselves are great! Each one is glossy, hardbound and not only has quotes from the books, but quotes that inspired the author. A quick example: "In vain I have struggled. It will
not do. My feelings will not be repressed. You must allow me to tell you how ardently I admire and love you." ~ Darcy to Elizabeth, Pride and Prejudice

Then, they even included a small detail, the quotes from the Twilight Books are in the handwriting of the person who said it. There is a short preface by Stephenie Meyer and random pages with a faint picture of a forest. I have to say that just looking at the tin container, then looking at the price, is an incredible deal! In my opinion, life is so short and precious to just let the pretty things, or collectibles, gather dust on the shelf. I’m eager to start filling in the awaiting pages.

I was expecting little journals (one for each book) to be enclosed in this cheap little tin and I figured that each journal was going to be soft cover not hard and I expected plain white or lined white pages like a scribbler. I didn’t put much thought into its quality... until I opened the tin! Wow! I’m so impressed with what I got for the price. The tin is embossed and not boring like I thought. Each journal is hard covered. The pages are not plain white/lined white. They’re not too big and not too small. Some of the pages have faded pictures on them and most of them has a favourite quote chosen by Stephenie Meyer herself either from the books or from her favourite books that were mentioned in the Twilight saga. No, the pages aren’t lined, but I think that would take away from them if they were. These journals have the quality of a hard cover novel. They’re beautiful! I haven’t quite decided whether to actually write in them or not. If I do, it’ll be something special pertaining to the Twilight saga like my own personal favourite quotes or reviews of the chapters. I don’t want to mess these up but putting trivial journal entries in them. They’re too nice! I love them! Well worth it! A very nice collector’s item.

I did not know these were just 4 hardback journals that you can write your own things in with quotes on every other page. I was a bit disappointed in that; however, they are good quality hardback covers, the paper is thick & sturdy, & the tin is gorgeous. I don’t feel the price was worth it for what it turned out to be, but I’ll keep it just to add to my Twilight collection.

I got this item at walmart way cheap. And was expecting amazingness, but when I opened it and looked at all that this tin held it became indescribable. It’s something that every twilighter* must have. I don’t even want to write in them and may not. They are truely worth every penny.!

I guess I’m a bit surprised to see reviews from people who did not understand what a journal is. You write in it. I journal several times a week and am very pleased with these. They are well made,
beautifully so. It would have been easier to write with lines, but I think lines would have changed the feel of them and not in a good way. When I start a new journal, it is always different than the one before - size, color, thickness, material - these will be so nice to mix in as I need another. Highly recommend. And I'm a Twilight fan as well. Makes them extra special.

These journals are beautiful and they come in a beautiful tin. This is a perfect gift for people who love the Twilight Saga and also love to write.

I really love everything about the journals and the tin thingy it came in! The journals are so pretty. They have quotes from the books in each one and some pages have the forest and it just beautiful! The journals are hard cover. I showed my dad this and he looked at it and started reading the quotes in the journal and he said he is tempted to rewatch the movies again. My parents and I love Twilight. I have no idea what to write in these journals. Journals are just so pretty and I have horrible handwriting and I don't want to make the journals ugly by my handwriting. I wish I had pretty handwriting. I'll figure out something to do with these journals.
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